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Russia And The Magnitsky Case
News Russian court clears prison official in Magnitsky case. A Moscow court has acquitted the only official charged with the death of whistleblower Sergei Magnitsky.
Russian court clears prison official in Magnitsky case ...
Russia has been condemned for "multiple violations" by the European Court of Human Rights in the case of whistleblower Sergei Magnitsky, who died in jail in November 2009. The case was taken up by...
Magnitsky wins Russian rights battle 10 years after his ...
Sergei Leonidovich Magnitsky (Russian: Серге́й Леони́дович Магни́тский [pronunciation?]; 8 April 1972 – 16 November 2009) was a Russian tax advisor. His arrest in 2008 and subsequent death after eleven months in police custody generated international media attention and triggered both official and unofficial inquiries into allegations of fraud, theft and human rights violations in Russia.
Sergei Magnitsky - Wikipedia
Despite Magnitsky’s death, the case against him continued in Russia and he was found guilty of corruption in a posthumous trial. Actually, the trial’s main purpose was to investigate alleged fraud by Bill Browder, but to proceed with this they had to include the accountant Magnitsky as well. The Russian court found both of them guilty of fraud.
The real Bill Browder story: What US/UK media won’t tell ...
The Russian officials sanctioned under Magnitsky Law are mid-level or low-level officials, mostly “technical people” as pointed out by an ex-Kremlin insider.
UK’s Magnitsky Law doesn’t really do much to Russia’s ...
Bastrykin, the head of Russia’s powerful investigative committee, was one of 25 Russians sanctioned by the UK. All were allegedly involved in human rights abuses – specifically in the mistreatment...
UK's Magnitsky law does little to stem flow of dirty money ...
S ergei Magnitsky died on Nov. 16, 2009 in a solitary confinement cell of the infamous Matrosskaya Tishina Prison in Moscow. He was 37. His death rocked U.S.-Russia relations and sanctions were put...
The Magnitsky Case - Panama Papers
In a chilling act worthy of Kafka, the only trial held in the Magnitsky case was a posthumous sentencingof himself — the only trial against a dead man in the history of Russia.
Opinion | Putin and the Magnitsky Act: What's really ...
The Magnitsky Act, formally known as the Russia and Moldova Jackson–Vanik Repeal and Sergei Magnitsky Rule of Law Accountability Act of 2012, is a bipartisan bill passed by the U.S. Congress and signed into law by President Barack Obama in December 2012, intending to punish Russian officials responsible for the death of Russian tax accountant Sergei Magnitsky in a Moscow prison in 2009 and also to grant permanent normal trade relations status to Russia.
Magnitsky Act - Wikipedia
MOSCOW — The case of Sergei L. Magnitsky, the Russian tax lawyer who was imprisoned in 2008 on false charges and died in jail, began as a tragedy. But now, after years of sanctions,...
Turning Tables in Magnitsky Case, Russia Accuses a Nemesis ...
Magnitsky was tortured to death for exposing a $230mln theft from Russian people. His killers are protected by the Russian government. Watch video made by group of Russian&American students to see why the killers must be punished. Sign petition to support visa bans&asset freezes.
Stop the Untouchables. Justice for Sergei Magnitsky.
TEHRAN (Tasnim) – Russia will respond to UK’s imposition of personal sanctions over the Magnitsky case to the extent that would fit the Russian interests, Kremlin Spokesman Dmitry Peskov said...
Russia to Retaliate over UK Sanctions Imposed over ...
Magnitsky, a lawyer for William Browder -- a U.S.-born investor who now holds British citizenship -- died in a Moscow prison from an untreated illness in 2009 after accusing Russian officials of a...
U.K. Puts Sanctions On Russians Over Link To Magnitsky Death
By Jonny Tickle Russia will impose tit-for-tat sanctions on the United Kingdom after London issued on Monday a list of 25 Russians who will be sanctioned over the case of Sergei Magnitsky, who died in custody in 2009.
Russia to impose reciprocal sanctions on UK following ...
Sergei Magnitsky was an attorney and auditor who uncovered a large-scale tax fraud scheme while performing audit work for the Russia-based firm Hermitage Capital Management.
Treasury Targets Additional Individuals Involved in the ...
Sergei Magnitsky was a 37 year-old tax lawyer and auditor who worked for the Moscow legal and audit firm, Firestone Duncan. He was married and a father of two. Sergei was born in Odessa, Ukraine in 1972, and emigrated with his family at the age of 9 to Southern Russia. As a child Sergei loved to read.
Bill Browder > Sergei Magnitsky
In 2013 a Moscow court found Magnitsky guiltyof tax evasion, even though he was already dead. The sentence in Russia’s first posthumous trial was read out in front of an empty cage. Bill Browder,...
'Magnitsky sanctions': who are those being targeted by UK ...
LONDON, July 19. /TASS/. Moscow has vowed to find a way to punish those who slap personal sanctions on Russian citizens as part of the Magnitsky case, Russia’s Ambassador to the United Kingdom ...
Moscow vows to penalize those imposing sanctions against ...
Around this time, Sergei Magnitsky, then a thirty-five-year-old Russian lawyer for Hermitage who worked for an American firm, opened an investigation. In 2008, he testified to a Russian commission...
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